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ABSTRACT
Mao, Yan. DMA. The University of Memphis. May, 2016. Ernest Chausson’s Poème,
Op. 25 in Cultural Context. Major Professor: Janet K. Page, PhD.
This document examines Ernest Chausson’s Poème (1896) for violin and orchestra in its cultural
context. It provides information about the French cultural environment at the end of the
nineteenth century, including literature, art, and music. Ivan S. Turgenev’s story The Song of
Triumphant Love, which inspired Chausson’s composition of Poème, is also investigated in
detail. Supported by musical analysis, I propose how Poème is related to the story. In addition,
nineteenth-century composers’ relationships with program music, symbolism, and impressionism
are discussed, using as examples excerpts from Hector Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique,
Richard Wagner’s Tristan und Isolde, Eugène Ysaÿe’s Poème élégiaque, Op. 12, Claude
Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, Modest Mussorgsky’s Night on Bald Mountain,
and Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet. I contend that Poème is more an
impressionist than a late Romantic work. It was greatly influenced by painting and literature
during the late nineteenth century.
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INTRODUCTION
Ernest Chausson’s Poème for violin and orchestra was composed in 1896, and it was
dedicated to Eugène Ysaÿe. Listening to this piece for the first time made me feel like I was
watching a French movie. I was intrigued by its distant beauty. Is it programmatic or
impressionistic, and, if so, what are the extra-musical associations? Is there an obscure plot
involving fear, hope, and introverted passion? It made me curious about how all of these
feelings were conveyed through the music.
Poème was inspired by The Song of Triumphant Love, a story by Ivan S. Turgenev. The
work’s relationship to the story was unknown until the publication of Jean Gallois’ biography of
Chausson in 1967. No documents indicating the reasons that Chausson suppressed this
information in the published score have been discovered. Perhaps the ambiguity and vagueness
of Chausson’s final title are related to the impressionist aesthetic? If so, how does an
impressionist tell a story via music? In order to answer these and other questions, I began this
research.
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CHAPTER 1
CULTURAL CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND: PARIS, 1880-1900
As the longest-enduring régime since the First French Empire (1804-15), the Third
Republic (1870-1940) was able to provide a relatively stable environment in which new trends,
such as symbolism in poetry, impressionism in painting and music—and decadence and
Parnassianism in poetry—were generated and became prominent, especially during the fin de
siècle.
Interest in Richard Wagner
Due to a growing anti-German feeling around the time of the Franco-Prussian War
(1870-71), Wagner’s music waned in popularity, although his operas remained in vogue among
French composers. This situation, however, did not last very long. After Wagner’s death in
1883, the French newspaper Le Figaro declared that Wagner’s music was “now accepted in
France and played at the concert Pasdeloup.”1 Paris soon became a major Wagnerian center.
Wagner’s influence was also felt in French art, literature, and poetry by the end of the nineteenth
century. According to French writer Romain Rolland, “writers not only discussed musical
subjects, but judged painting, literature, and philosophy from a Wagnerian point of view,” and
“the whole universe was seen and judged in the thought of Bayreuth.”2
According to Wagner, “the most perfect creation of the poet must be that which in its
final conclusion would be perfect music.”3 Inspired by Wagner’s operas, poets were interested

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Eugen Weber, France: Fin de Siècle (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1986),
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Bryan Magee, Aspects of Wagner (New York: Stein and Day, 1969), 88.
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Weber, France: Fin de Siècle, 144.
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in the sonority of words and started thinking of the possibilities of arousing desires in their
poetry via the illusion created by the sound of language.4
La Revue Wagnérienne, founded in Paris by Édouard Dujardin, was a periodical
concentrating on Wagner’s libretti, writings, and philosophy. Published from 1885 until 1888, it
was “one of the advance posts of decadence and symbolism,” according to Eugen Weber.5 Soon
after the first issue, Dujardin invited Stéphane Mallarmé to performances of Wagner’s music in
order to gain his support for the new journal.6 As a result, Mallarmé wrote an article, “Richard
Wagner, Rêverie d’un poète français,” for the journal, and it became “one of the iconic
documents of French Wagnerism.”7
The interior monologue, a writing technique introduced by Dujardin, was one of
Wagner’s important influences on literature. It originated from Wagner’s treatment of the
orchestra in his operas.8 Differing from previous operas by other composers, in Wagner’s
operas, the orchestra plays an important role presenting melodies and leitmotifs, while singers
declaim the words. Leitmotifs represent specific characters and ideas; however, Wagner
explicitly states that their most important function is “their bearing on musical construction.”9
Instead of creating forms with large sections of material found in traditional European art music,
Wagner uses the leitmotifs and their returns to unify the music in conjunction with the libretto
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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and the stage action. Once the significance of the leitmotif is established, the orchestra can
suggest a character’s inner thoughts without any singing. Dujardin, in his novel Les Lauriers
sont coupés, borrowed this concept and transformed it into the interior monologue. According to
the writer Valéry Larbaud, in this novel, “the reader is positioned from the first lines in the
thoughts of the main character, and it is the uninterrupted unfolding of these thoughts, which
completely replace the usual form of narrative, that tells us what the character does and what
happens to him.”10 Les Lauriers sont coupés was also serialized in Dujardin’s other symbolist
magazine, La Revue indépendente, in 1887.11 In the twentieth century, the interior monologue
“became a characteristic device” of psychological novels.12
In the 1890s, not only was Wagner’s musical style dominant, but his theoretical writings
were also widely read in France. This was also the period in which the famous Dreyfus affair
(1894-1906) occurred. Captain Alfred Dreyfus, a Jewish French officer, was convicted of
treason and was not exonerated. During the controversial trial, in the course of which many
allegations of injustice were made, French society and political life were greatly impacted. The
right wing, the army and the church, sided with the military court, while liberals supported
Dreyfus. Ultimately, the right wing’s control was undermined, which resulted in a new liberal
government.13
The Dreyfus affair created difficult situations. Friends and family members found
themselves on opposite sides of the argument; however, both sides were deeply influenced by
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Wagner’s theories. Supporters of Dreyfus included novelist Émile Zola and composer Alfred
Bruneau, who was in charge of the Section Musicale of the Salon d’Automne, an annual
exhibition of young artists’ works in France.14 Both Zola and Bruneau were interested in
Wagner’s philosophy, and they emphasized “the independence of musical form that Wagner
brought, the perfect union of melody and text, the fusion of voices and orchestra, and his
‘noblesse,’ ‘ampleur,’ and ‘eloquence.’”15 Their operatic collaborations included Le Rêve,
L’Attaque du moulin, Messidor, and L’Ouragan.16 In some of these operas, Bruneau made
extensive use of leitmotifs.17
According to historians, artists who were less interested in following traditions of
conventional society or who did not belong to any official organizations usually stayed on
Dreyfus’s side.18 However, artists from the institutions, “who wished to uphold positions of
dominance in society or their professions and, concomitantly, ‘tradition,’ tended to be antiDreyfusards.”19 César Franck and his disciples were considered “the central core of reactionary,
anti-Dreyfusard musicians.”20 Like other French composers, Franck admired Wagner very
much, but he did not think Wagner’s ideas were the “ultimate possibility” for making music.21
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In his book on César Franck, Norman Demuth discusses Franck’s encounter with one of his
students. According to the student, Franck “spoke eloquently” about Wagner’s Tristan.
However, Franck still suggested that the student should study his own oratorio Les Béatitudes
and said: “what Wagner has done for human love, I have done for divine.”22 Instead of imitating
German operas, he encouraged his students to cultivate traditional instrumental genres.23
Another famous anti-Dreyfusard musician in Franck’s group was Vincent d’Indy, who was also
an important guest in Ernest Chausson’s salon.24
Symbolism in Literature
The center of the literary symbolist movement in the late nineteenth century was Paris.
In this movement, two important figures were Charles Baudelaire and Stéphane Mallarmé.
Although the idea of symbolism derived from his poem “Correspondences,” Baudelaire was still
a transitional figure between romanticism and symbolism, and Mallarmé was considered the
theoretician of the symbolist movement.25 Both men were interested in Wagner’s theoretical
writings, and each of them published an important article as an homage to Wagner.
Bauderlaire’s article “Richard Wagner et Tannhäuser” provided “the Symbolists with their
favourite quotations about the interdependence of the arts,” and Mallarmé’s essay became a great
support for French Wagnerism.26 Also, Edouard Dujardin, the founder of La Revue
Wagnérienne, founded La Revue indépendente, a symbolist periodical, and symbolists became
important readers for both these periodicals.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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In a departure from the realists, symbolists rejected being objective and became more
interested in exploring subjective feelings.27 Although the concept of leitmotifs was explored in
poetry by the symbolist poet Arthur Rimbaud, the effect was different than it was in music.
Rimbaud “endowed vowels with color: ‘A black, E white, I red, O blue, U green.—I regulated
the form and movement of every consonant and, with instinctive rhythms, flattered myself that I
had invented a poetical language accessible, sooner or later, to every sense.’”28 Instead of simply
representing specific characters and ideas via Wagnerian leitmotifs, Rimbaud treated leitmotifs
as a means of conveying pictorial feelings and sensations, which were more subjective than
Wagner’s leitmotifs.
Thus, although influenced by symbolism in music, literary symbolism developed and
moved in another direction, finally resulting in a different concept. According to The New
Princeton Encyclopedia, symbolism in literature is “the refinement of the art of ambiguity to
express the indeterminate in human sensibilities and in natural phenomena.”29 Information in
literary symbolism, therefore, became more obscure than that presented in Wagner’s music. For
example, Mallarmé “regarded his poems as mysteries, whose key the reader had to discover.”30
Perhaps this is why literary symbolism is usually associated with impressionism in music and
painting.
Composers also showed interest in symbolist literature. For example, Ernest Chausson’s
song cycle, Serres chaudes, Op. 24, was based on poems by Maurice Maeterlinck; Gabriel
Fauré’s song cycle, La Bonne Chanson, Op. 61, was based on Paul Verlaine’s poems; and
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Claude Debussy’s famous orchestral work Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune was based on
Stéphane Mallarmé’s poem.31
Impressionism in Painting
The Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture (1648-1793) began the tradition of
organizing an annual public art exhibition of works by living painters and sculptors, which was
also called the “Salon.”32 The Salon played an important role in France. The first one was held
around 1670.33 Although the Académie was anxious to establish a big public reputation, until
1791, only members of the Académie were allowed to exhibit their works.34
Following the abolishment of the Académie Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture in 1793,
the Académie des Beaux-Arts was established in 1795, and it continued sponsoring the annual
Salon in Paris. The jury was composed either of artists nominated by the government, or of
members of the Académie, or both.35 During the first half of the nineteenth century, the size of
the Salon grew rapidly. For instance, in 1801, it exhibited 485 works; twenty years later, it
displayed two thousand works; and finally during 1860s, the number of the works grew to more
than four thousand.36
During the Second Empire (1852-70), Napoléon III appointed a minister of fine arts, who
“functioned as an instrument of imperial power rather than an independent, autonomous
executor,” and “every aspect of the making and exhibiting of art came under control of the
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administration of fine arts.”37 However, the academic criteria dictated by the jury, which was
half nominated by the government, gradually became controversial.38 In 1863, due to increasing
complaints from painters whose works were rejected by the Salon, Napoléon III announced that
the rejected works should also be displayed in public.39 Thus, the Salon des Refusés was
initiated, which provided a place to exhibit the rejected works. Among these works, the most
controversial painting was Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe (1863) by Édouard Manet. Its flattened form,
unusual figures, controversial subject, and unusual focus on light created a new path in modern
painting.40
In 1874, the Société Anonyme des Artistes Peintres, Sculpteurs, Graveurs, etc., a group
which considered painter “[Édouard] Manet as their philosophical leader,” gave its first
exhibition.41 Claude Monet’s painting, Impression: Sunrise (1872), was among the works in this
exhibition, and its title was adopted for the general style of these paintings.42 Monet was
interested in the display of objects under different light conditions. He believed that an open air
picture “could have no unity unless every part of it was painted in the same conditions of
light.”43 Thus, this type of painting had to be done outdoors rather than in a studio. In
consequence, some new brushstroke techniques, which made impressionist work quite different
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from previous styles, were created by Monet and by another early impressionist, Pierre-Auguste
Renoir.44
Unlike the academic painters, the impressionists “believed that light tends to diffuse the
outlines of the form and reflect the colors of surrounding objects into shadows.” Therefore, they
were interested in depicting “the effects of light on an object” rather than focusing on the form.45
In impressionist paintings, brushstrokes became short. They were usually combined with dots
presented in primary colors, such as red, yellow, and blue, and in secondary colors, such as
orange, purple, and green. When these strokes were placed next to each other, contrasts in colors
were produced on the canvas. Due to these techniques, the paintings looked unfinished when
viewed up close. However, these contrasts, viewed from a distance, became a mysterious color
blend, which surrounded the entire picture with ambiguity. These new brushstrokes and color
techniques have been related to unusual scales and untraditional chords in impressionist music,
which create musical color and ambiguity. In addition, the diffusion of light on canvas can be
suggested in music with instrumentation, harmonic colors, wave-like motion, and subtle dynamic
changes.
The symbolist poet and critic Jules Laforgue, one of the first to relate impressionism in
music and painting, wrote that “painting must provoke a ‘visual orgasm’” and “music must
similarly be reduced to ‘sound vibrations’ measured by the ‘auditory nerve.’”46 Laforgue even
discovered impressionist elements in Wagner’s works:
The principle of [coloured vibrations] is particularly obvious in the works of Monet and
Pissarro … where the textures consist of tiny dancing touches of colour, spreading out in
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all directions, each struggling for supremacy. There is no single melody in these works;
the canvas is itself a living, varied symphony, like the “voices in the forest,” in the
theories of Wagner, which similarly compete for an overall impression.47
The “voices in the forest” refers to a pictorial description in Wagner’s essay
Zukunftsmusik (Music of the Future),48 in which he states:
First of all, then, it [the melody] should exert on him [the naïve layman] somewhat the
effect produced by a noble forest, of a summer evening, on the lonely visitant who has
just left the city’s din behind; the peculiar stamp of this impression—is that of a silence
growing more and more alive … But when, overwhelmed by this first general
impression, the forest’s visitor sits down to ponder; when, the last burden of the city’s
hubbub cast aside, he girds the forces of his soul to a new power of observing; when, as if
hearing with new senses, he listens more and more intently—he perceives with ever
greater plainness the infinite diversity of voices waking in the wood.49
According to symbolists, showing personal feelings was always more important than
simply depicting things or facts.50 As in symbolist literature, some artists during the late
nineteenth century believed that paintings should focus on ideas and sensations rather than on
simple objects. As a result, post-impressionists from the 1890s were more individual than
impressionists from the 1870s and 1880s. For example, in his oil painting, Self Portrait with
Yellow Christ (1889), post-impressionist Paul Gauguin placed himself between the crucified
Christ and an abstract savage face. His goal was to express his struggle of being a “mediator”
between Christianity and the non-Christian world.51 According to Weber, Gauguin had been
inspired by the French artist Émile Bernard. In addition, in 1888, the French artist Émile
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Bernard “decided that because the idea is the real form of things, the painter should paint not
things but the idea of a thing in the imagination—and this idea itself simplified to its essentials
and diverted of all insignificant details.”52 He also believed that objects should be painted from
memory. This resulted in simplification and an emphasis on color and geometric line to create a
“poetic allusion.”53 These ideas are related to poet Jean Moréas’s concept of symbolist poetry,
which should “clothe the idea in a form perceptible to the senses.”54 Inspired by Wagner’s
theory of the relationship between poetry and music, artists considered music drama the only
means to stimulate all the sensations. “Thus it was that this vague and suggestive art form
triumphed over every other—musicians putting verses to music, poets wanting their verses to be
nothing but music, and painters trying to do the same with their works.”55
Ernest Chausson’s Friends and Salon Culture
Ernest Chausson (1855-99) was equally enthusiastic about all the arts, and he also
became an important collector of paintings by his contemporaries. Chausson was born into a
middle-class family. His father was a contractor who built “a modest fortune” through public
contract work in Paris.56 Later, this wealth was able to help Chausson concentrate on his
interests in arts without any financial concerns.57 Due to the death of his two elder brothers,
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young Chausson was particularly well nurtured in that he received a great deal of attention from
his family.58 He was educated by a private tutor, Léon Brethous-Lafargue.
Under Brethous-Lafargue’s influence, Chausson became interested in art, music, and
literature and started attending various salons by the time he was sixteen. He was introduced to
Mme de Rayssac, who had a great influence on him before he attended the conservatory.59 Mme
de Rayssac loved music and painting; in her famous salon, Chausson “rubbed shoulders with
Fantin-Latour, Odilon Redon, Chenavard, the Abbé Lacaria and the young d’Indy,” and he was
able to hear music by Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, and Mendelssohn.60 There, young Chausson
started his friendship with many distinguished artists. Thus, it is not surprising that, as an adult,
he became a discriminating art collector.
Chausson’s music was also influenced by his experience in salons. His song “Hébé,
chanson grecque dans le mode phrygien” (Hébé, Greek song in the Phrygian mode), composed in
1882, was dedicated to Mlle Eva Callimachi-Catargi, a girl whom he met in Mme de Rayssac’s
salon.61 This girl can also be seen in Fantin-Latour’s portrait, La leçon de dessin (1879),
working on “a Greek plaster.”62 According to Ralph Scott Grover, Mlle Eva Callimachi-Catargi
might have had some connections with Greece. For instance, her name was quite similar to the
ancient Greek poet Callimachus.63 Moreover, today Mlle Eva Callimachi-Catargi is well known
via Fantin-Latour’s famous Portrait d’Eva Callimachi-Catargi (1881). Perhaps Chausson’s
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song was inspired by the painting, or both Chausson’s and Fantin-Latour’s works were inspired
by this girl.
Though passionate and talented in the arts, Chausson, following his parents’ wish, went
to law school in 1875. After receiving his doctoral degree in law, he went on a trip to Munich in
1879 to hear Wagner’s music, and soon after that, he decided to study music instead of practicing
law. He enrolled in Jules Massenet’s class at the Paris Conservatory in 1879. Later, he changed
teachers because “the mystical aspect of Franck’s class … [was] nearer his own temperament
than Massenet’s.”64 He studied with Franck from 1880 until 1883 and remained in Franck’s
circle throughout his life.
While composing, Chausson preferred to live away from noisy Paris. As a result, many
compositions were written during his trips abroad or in the French countryside. When Chausson
was in Paris, he lived at 22 Boulevard de Courcelles, which became a gathering place for “the
intellectual élite of his time.”65 His friend Camille Mauclair describes Chausson’s home as:
a marvel of taste and art, graced by Henri Lerolle with delicate decorations: a gallery
where the Odilon Redons and the Degas were neighbors with the Besnards, the Puvis [de
Chavannes] and the Carrières. He lived there among the high, closed drapes, the pianos,
the sober furniture, the scores and the books … The friends who came often to spend the
evening were the premiere artists of our time. In the spacious study, shadowed,
withdrawn from the noise of life, some faces were faintly illuminated in the half-lights of
the shaded lamps. Above everyone, the large family portrait by Eugène Carrière reared
its tall silhouettes, the man strong and gentle, a large white form of a woman bending
down, the smiling likenesses of children. This was a pictorial record of delightful
moments around a score.66
His guests included painters Albert Besnard, Eugène Carrière, Édouard Manet, PierreAuguste Renoir, Odilon Redon, Edgar Degas, and Jean-Édouard Vuillard; sculptor Auguste
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Rodin; poets Stéphane Mallarmé, Henri de Régnier, André Gide, Sidonie-Gabrielle Colette,
Gérard d’Houville, Camille Mauclair, Mauric Bouchor, and Henry Gauthier-Villars; composers
César Franck, Vincent d’Indy, Gabriel Fauré, Erik Satie, and Claude Debussy; and performers,
violinists Eugène Ysaÿe, Armand Parent, and Jacques Thibaud, and pianist and conductor Alfred
Cortot, etc.67
Since the eighteenth century, the French salon has played an important role in upper-class
social life. Depending on their size, topic, and guests, salons had different functions. It is very
obvious that Chausson’s salon focused on literature, art, and music. One of the few documents
that provided details of Chausson’s gatherings is Henri Lerolle’s letter to Chausson from 1893.
It describes some musical activities that took place in Chausson’s house:
Yesterday we had our little meeting. Present were d’Indy, the hero of the evening,
Poujaud, Benoît, Bordes, Debussy, the Maurice Denis … I had asked Debussy to bring
along Pelléas, but upon arriving he told me that he had not brought it, because that would
amount to too much music.
So, after dinner d’Indy went to work. He told us in his most bizarre style the subject of
his third act, then he played and sang it for us like a little girl reciting her lesson.
After Fervaal [ d’Indy’s opera] we talked, some sincere compliments—then at midnight
the Denis left … Benoît wanted to go home with Poujaud who preferred to stay and
meanwhile Debussy was tinkling on the piano seemingly thinking of something else—
then “Now, come on”—“But I have nothing to play”—I find Pelléas in his brief case—
and Debussy becomes enthusiastic, d’Indy turns the pages, and Poujaud looks very much
impressed.68
Chausson was also invited to other famous salons, such as the salon of sculptor René de
St. Marceaux and his wife. Princess Edmond de Polignac, who was deeply associated with salon
culture, provides a vivid description of the St. Marceaux salon:
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Claude Debussy and André Messager used to play à quatre mains many scores that
delighted us … We never tired of hearing them play.
Among those who crowded round the piano were Gabriel Fauré, Chabrier, Vincent
d’Indy, Colette (who was then thin and frail and newly married to Gauthier-Villars—
“Willy”—whose criticisms of the Sunday concerts, signed Lettres de l’Ouvreuse, were
feared by all the young composers), Jean-Louis Forain, [a noted cartoonist], Pierre Louÿs,
Chausson and sometimes Sargent [the fashionable American portrait painter] and Claude
Monet. Music, books and pictures were discussed among them all, until the night was
almost spent.69
Stéphane Mallarmé’s famous Tuesday evening gathering, Les Mardis, which focused on
poetry and the arts, was the most well-known salon among symbolist poets. According to
French poet Camille Mauclair (1872-1945), the gathering was “limpidity itself, the most dazzling
and at the same time the most pregnant imaginable. A Plato would have been required to note
the words of this Socrates.”70
The salon milieu promoted inspiration and influence among the arts. A famous example
is Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, which was based on Stéphane Mallarmé’s
poem. In 1865, by the time he completed Monologue d’un faune, the first version of the poem,
L’Après-midi d’un faune, Mallarmé started thinking of turning it into a theatrical production. In
1891, fifteen years after its publication, Mallarmé, through his friend André-Ferdinand Hérold,
met Debussy and invited him to set L’Après-midi d’un faune to the music.71 In a letter to Paul
Valéry from 1891, Mallarmé commented on his own poem, “such a poem is suggested by music
proper, which we must raid and paraphrase, if our own music, struck dumb, is insufficient.”72
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The Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune was completed by Debussy in October 1894, and the
premier in December was successful.73
Chausson never set any music to Mallarmé’s poetry, although they were good friends.
While looking for an English teacher in Paris, he was introduced to Mallarmé, who was giving
English lessons at that time, and a friendship developed between the two.74 However, in a letter
to the artist Raymond Bonheur, Chausson commented that Mallarmé put “too many topazes in
his verse.”75 Instead of Mallarmé’s poetry, Chausson chose a few works by Maurice Maeterlinck
to set to music.76
French painter Maurice Denis met Chausson and Debussy at Chausson’s brother-in-law,
Henry Lerolle’s house, where he heard Chausson’s and Debussy’s music and was influenced by
it. Denis established a close friendship with Chausson.77 His Avril (1894), Le Printemps (1896),
and Terrase de Fiesole (1898) were commissioned by Chausson for his house.78 In Avril (1894),
the eight girls “are like the musical notes flowing in the air, spreading over the entire canvas and
punctuating the scene (figure 1.1).”79 They hold tambourine-like baskets on their heads
“escaping from the pink cloud and the shower of flowers.”80
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Figure 1.1. Maurice Denis, Avril (April), ca. 1894. Oil on canvas, diameter 200 cm.
Private collection. Reproduced in Le Doussal, “Maurice Denis et Ernest Chausson,” 105.
© 2016 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York. Reproduced with permission.
Some of Chausson’s musical compositions have connections to paintings. In a letter
from 1895, after his trip to Italy, Chausson wrote that
there are many things which I am tempted to write—pure music this time—and which
have been inspired in me by the landscapes or works of art here. I had such a low
opinion of my musical talents that I was surprised when I saw what ideas certain
paintings awaken in me. Some of them give me the entire outline of a symphonic piece.
I shall have to try writing one when I am free again.81
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According to biographers Jean-Pierre Barricelli and Leo Weinstein, the symphonic piece
that Chausson mentioned in this letter could have been Poème for violin and orchestra.82
However, this is only a speculation; it remains uncertain which work was directly inspired by the
painting.
In the 1880s and 1890s, the variety of styles in the arts and the cross-fertilization between
the arts inspired artists to be highly creative and original. This environment, in addition to
Chausson’s unique educational background, helped him establish a personal aesthetic. Not only
a musician, he was also a well-rounded artist.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BACKGROUND OF POÈME
The Commission from Eugène Ysaÿe and Ysaÿe’s Poème élégiaque
Ernest Chausson’s Poème for violin and orchestra was composed in 1896 and premiered
at the Nancy Conservatoire in December 1896. It was commissioned by the Belgian violinist
Eugène Ysaÿe.
Ysaÿe admired César Franck very much, and, through Franck’s circle, he met Chausson,
with whom he enjoyed an “affectionate friendship” until Chausson’s death.1 In his response to
Ysaÿe’s request for a violin piece in 1894, Chausson wrote:
At the present time I am working on Le Roi Arthus, and I really don’t think it will be very
long before I finish it. In the circumstances it would be difficult for me to undertake a
Concerto, which is no light matter, being both difficult to compose and requiring very
delicate treatment, but a short piece for violin and orchestra should certainly be possible.
I already have the idea of a piece of rather free construction, in which there would be
numerous solo passages for the violin. The last time I went home I brought back the
Violin Sonatas of Bach, from which you will see that I am not forgetting you … I shall be
very glad to read the collection of Walloon Farandoles which you mention. This may
give me some ideas for a Concerto … It seems to me that it would be an excellent idea to
employ Walloon airs for a violin concerto, and it is the least one can do for a country
which provides the whole of Europe with violinists.2
Walloons were French-speaking people living in Wallonia, an area in southern Belgium.
In the Walloon region, the province of Liège (in which the major city is also named Liège) was
well known for music, especially for fine violinists. During the nineteenth century, Belgian
violinists Hubert Léonard, Henri Vieuxtemps, François Prume, Joseph Lambert Massart, Ovide
Musin, César Thomson, and Eugène Ysaÿe either were born or worked in Liège, and thus they
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constituted what became known as the “Belgian School” of violin playing.3 In addition, César
Franck was also born in Liège.4 Thus, it is not surprising that when Chausson thought of writing
for the violin, he thought of the Walloon region, although there is no evidence that he
experimented with the Walloon style in Poème.
In 1895, Ysaÿe had composed a work for violin and orchestra entitled Poème élégiaque,
Op. 12, which he dedicated to Gabriel Fauré. Ysaÿe explained that the “Poème” as a concept
appealed to him because:
it favours the expression of feeling without being subject to the restrictions of the
Concerto form; it can be lyrical or dramatic and is in essence half romantic, half
impressionistic. It comprises light and shadow and every intervening shade; the
composer is able to paint what he wishes without keeping within any rigid framework. In
a word the Poème is a picture painted without a model.
I think that “Poème Elégiaque” marks a definite step in my work as a composer for it
contains clear evidence of my desire to link music and virtuosity—the true virtuosity
which had been neglected.5
The Poème élégiaque inspired Chausson, who “immediately felt that his piece for Ysaÿe
should follow the same style.”6 There are a number of similarities between Chausson’s and
Ysaÿe’s Poèmes: first, both are in one movement with a variety of tempo markings and meter
changes, and neither is restricted by the concerto or sonata forms; and second, both have
virtuosic sections that make pervasive use of double-stops, including octaves. In Chausson’s
Poème (m. 176), the use of a sustained note in double stops is quite similar to what Ysaÿe does
in measures 104-5 in Poème élégiaque (exx. 2.1 and 2.2a). Also, the climax in Chausson’s piece
(mm. 180-88) is approached by a melody reinforced by double-stop octaves, which is similar to
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what happens at Ysaÿe’s climax (mm. 112-19) (ex. 2.2b). Finally, both works end softly with
trills in the solo violin in a descending motion (exx. 2.3 and 2.4).

Example 2.1. Ernest Chausson, Poème, Op. 25, Violin/Piano Reduction (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Härtel, 1898), mm. 176-88, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_
(Chausson,_Ernest).

Example 2.2a. Eugène Ysaÿe, Poème élégiaque, Op. 12 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1893),
mm. 104-5, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème_élégiaque,_Op.12_
(Ysaÿe,_Eugène).
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Example 2.2b. Ysaÿe, Poème élégiaque, mm. 112-19, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.
org/wiki/Poème_élégiaque,_Op.12_(Ysaÿe,_Eugène).

Example 2.3. Chausson, Poème, mm. 335-47, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/
wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).

Example 2.4. Ysaÿe, Poème élégiaque, mm. 183-93, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.
org/wiki/Poème_élégiaque,_Op.12_(Ysaÿe,_Eugène).
However, unlike Chausson’s Poème, Ysaÿe’s work is not programmatic. He added the
title, Poème élégiaque, after the composition was finished.7 Ysaÿe liked Chausson’s Poème very
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much, although he made some minor changes in the solo part in order to make the composition
more idiomatic for the violin.8
Ysaÿe attempted to request further works from Chausson, but without success. Even so,
Chausson, who was somewhat insecure, valued Ysaÿe’s encouragement. In a letter to Ysaÿe,
Chausson wrote:
I am so pleased that you are going to play my Poème at the Colonne concert. It is the
first time that my name will appear on the programme of the Châtelet, which makes your
news more than welcome … Sometimes I find myself wondering if I am in my dotage!
What does me more good than anything when I am low in spirit is to think about you.
Your confidence in me gives me courage and I am always telling myself that I must not
disappoint you.9
A week after Chausson’s death, Ysaÿe performed Poème in London as a mark of their
close relationship. Regarding this performance, Ysaÿe wrote:
Today, June 17, 1899, three thousand listeners, informed of the composer’s death,
listened pensively and religiously and with an emotion that I felt to be increasing—to his
Poème in whose sad and sublimely plaintive melody I let my heart sob … and I, who was
among the first to understand, love, and admire the intimate musician, the sincere and
gently melancholic poet he was—I was today still more moved at the thought that I was
the first after his death to place humbly all my artistic strength at the service of one of his
works, whose pure beauty will reflect itself on all of you.10
Chausson’s Interest in Ivan Turgenev
The Russian novel’s influence on French literature was comparable to Wagner’s
influence on French music.11 One of the most important Russian authors during the late
nineteenth century was Ivan S. Turgenev (1818-83), who “had been an established feature of the
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Parisian literary scene since 1856.”12 He died in the same year as Wagner. After his death,
Turgenev’s works and the works of other Russian authors were reappraised in France.13 In 1885,
the newspaper Le Figaro reported that “for the past 18 months the French have become
passionately interested in Russian literature.”14
In addition to art and music, Chausson was also interested in literature. He wrote songs
based on poems by Maurice Bouchor, Maurice Maeterlinck, and William Shakespeare, etc. He
even wrote his own libretto for his opera, Le Roi Arthus (1886-95). During his late period,
starting in 1894, he became interested in Russian literature.15 He owned a collection of
Turgenev’s complete works, and although there is no evidence concerning a meeting between the
two men,16 there were many other connections between them. After 1847, Turgenev spent most
of his time in France; he even lived with Pauline Viardot, a famous French singer and composer,
and her husband, Louis Viardot, who were good friends of Chausson’s.17 That Turgenev was
hopelessly in love with Pauline Viardot was well known in Paris, and Chausson must have
known this. In addition, Gabriel Fauré had close relationships with both Chausson and
Turgenev, as a result of his frequent salon visits and his engagement to Viardot’s daughter,
which will be discussed below.
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Poème was composed in a few months, but had been in gestation for a longer period.18
The earliest existing document concerning Poème is Chausson’s diary entry from 1892: “I just
went through the ‘love triumphant’ phrase with Crickboom.”19 Mathieu Crickboom (18711947), a Belgian violinist, was Chausson’s friend. According to musicologist Peter Jost, “this
‘phrase’ may refer to a theme in E-flat major found among the sketches for Chausson’s music
drama Le Roi Arthus.”20 In Chausson’s letter to Crickboom from 1893, this phrase was
discussed again: “I showed him [Ysaÿe] the opening of a piece for violin and orchestra (one
phrase of it is already familiar to you); he likes it a lot and is urging me to finish it before the
beginning of the winter season.”21 In addition, it is notable that the story of Le Roi Arthus is
similar to Turgenev’s The Song of Triumphant Love, and also to the libretto of Wagner’s Tristan
und Isolde. All three contain a love triangle, a secret meeting at night, and a fight; and a love
potion is important in both Wagner’s and Turgenev’s works.
We know that Poème was inspired by The Song of Triumphant Love, because the front
cover of the earliest existing autograph bears the title Poème symphonique pour violon et
orchestre, Op. 25, with the subtitle Le Chant de l’amour triomphant. Because the score was
published without a subtitle, the work’s relationship to the story was unknown until Jean Gallois
reproduced this front cover (figure 2.1) in 1967.22 In later autographs, Chausson shortened the
original title and omitted the subtitle, resulting in Poème pour violon et orchestre, Op. 25. No
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documents indicating the reasons for these changes have been discovered. However, the status
of program music at the end of the nineteenth century might offer some explanation for these
changes.

Figure 2.1. Opening page of the autograph draft of Poème, Opus 25, as reproduced in Jean
Gallois, Ernest Chausson: L’homme et son oeuvre; Catalogue des oeuvres; Discographie (Paris:
Seghers, 1967), 96. “Le Chant de l’Amour triomphant” is written in the upper left corner.
Program Music in the Late Romantic Era
Developed by Beethoven, Berlioz, and Liszt, program music gradually became popular
during the Romantic period. According to Liszt, a program was a “preface added to a piece of
instrumental music, by means of which the composer intends to guard the listener against a
wrong poetical interpretation, and to direct his attention to the poetical idea of the whole or to a
particular part of it.”23 Most works by impressionist composers were programmatic; however
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they were no longer “truly programmatic in the Romantics’ sense.”24 For example, in his piano
Préludes, consisting of twenty-four solo pieces, Debussy placed titles at the end of pieces,
instead of the beginning, in order to “indicate an expressive atmosphere rather than a definite
descriptive significance.”25
In addition, at the end of the nineteenth century, many composers did not want to be
restricted by programmatic description. Instead, they wanted to focus more on their own
individual personal feelings. “For Skryabin, Mahler and their contemporaries the ‘programme’
was on the verge of becoming irrelevant to an understanding of the music. The entire burden of
the musical movement lay now in expression; depiction had been cast aside.”26 Mahler provided
titles and programs for his first four symphonies, but later he decided to omit them. The reason
for his withdrawal is unclear, but one result is that audiences, without the hints of the program,
could respond more freely and individually to the expressive content of his music. However,
although titles and programs were taken out, Mahler’s original thoughts and poetic inspirations
for these symphonies were not changed. Chausson’s letter to Paul Poujaud from 1886 reveals a
similar aesthetic:
Think of the Fontaine aux Lianes by Leconte de Lisle. Take away its exotic aspect
(Indian flowers) and the semi-dramatic aspect (the dead man with eyes wide open) and
you will be able to make yourself an approximate idea of the poem in question … I want
a poem that I compose alone in my head and of which I only give a general impression to
the public; I want, moreover, to remain absolutely musical, so much so that those
listeners who would be unable to follow me completely, can be sufficiently satisfied by
its musical aspect. There is no description in it, no hint of a story; only feelings.27
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What Chausson tries to approach here is much like the concept of symbolism in
literature, which focuses on ambiguity and feelings. In order to achieve this, Chausson suggests
using a literary source for inspiration, but taking out its details in order to make the source
mysterious, and then composing music in response to it. Perhaps this is how Chausson
composed Poème, Op. 25, and why he omitted the subtitle. The ambiguity and vagueness of the
final title, Poème, is likely related to this musical aesthetic of impressionism and symbolism
during the fin de siècle.
The Song of Triumphant Love: Synopsis and Sources
Ivan S. Turgenev wrote short stories, novels, and plays in the style of nineteenth-century
realism. However, The Song of Triumphant Love is in the new style of symbolism. It was
published in 1881, and, in the same year, with Pauline Viardot’s help, Turgenev translated it into
French.28 The story takes place in Renaissance Ferrara, where two young noblemen, a musician
(Muzzio) and an artist (Fabio) who are good friends, fall in love with the same girl, Valeria. As
a sign of their camaraderie, the two suitors decide to let Valeria make the choice between them.
They agree that the one who is not chosen by Valeria has to accept this outcome and not pursue
her any further. Valeria chooses Fabio.
Rather than remain in Ferrara and watch their happiness, Muzzio spends the next ten
years traveling and living in Asia. Afterward, he returns home to Ferrara, bringing exotic goods,
interesting stories, and a manservant. Fabio and Valeria, who have since married but are still
without children, invite Muzzio to stay in their guest house. The couple is impressed by the
music, a Ceylonese song, which he plays on his Indian violin (see page 46). Muzzio informs the
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couple that it is “a song of happiness and fulfilled passion.”29 Dreams and supernatural
phenomena are a central part of this mystical story. After meeting Muzzio the first night, Valeria
has a dream about encountering Muzzio in a decorated room; likewise, Muzzio has a similar
dream, but with an Asian princess. After Valeria wakes up from her dream, she hears that
Muzzio, who also has just awakened from his dream, is playing the melody of the song again.
Several days later, Fabio observes Muzzio and Valeria meeting at night in the garden.
Neither Valeria or Muzzio realizes that Fabio observes their meeting. Valeria is in a dream-like
state and thus is not aware of what is happening. When the two meet late at night for a second
time, Fabio surprises Muzzio and stabs him with a knife, almost killing him. With his
manservant’s shamanic help, Muzzio survives and immediately leaves town. Following the
attack and Muzzio’s departure, Valeria and Fabio resume their regular life.
One day, after Fabio finishes his portrait of Valeria (which is also a representation of St.
Cecilia, a patroness of musicians), “Valeria was sitting in front of the organ and her fingers were
wandering over the keys … Suddenly, against her will, from under her fingers rang out the same
song of triumphant love which Muzzio once had played—and at the same moment, for the first
time since her marriage, she felt within her the stirring of a new growing life …”30 She realizes
that she is pregnant.
Like the idée fixe in Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique, the recurrences of the Ceylonese
song are used to unify The Song of Triumphant Love. There are several possible explanations for
Valeria’s condition. For example, does the melody have magic powers that make Valeria
pregnant? Or did one of the men make her pregnant? Turgenev is intentionally vague about this.
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The story is made even more mysterious by other unexplained events. The pearl necklace that
Muzzio places on Valeria’s neck makes her feel warm. And the Shiraz wine that Muzzio gives
her to drink makes her quite passionate; thus, is it possible that the wine functions like Isolde’s
love potion?
According to Peter Cook, The Song of Triumphant Love shows the influence of “the
Italian Romantic style of both Ariosto and Tasso in conveying the general atmosphere.”31
Ludovico Ariosto and Torquato Tasso were Renaissance Italian poets, and Tasso even worked
for Duke Alfonso II of Ferrara. A plot similar to Turgenev’s story is found in Ginevra: A Tale of
Florence, an anonymous Renaissance story, which is set in Florence in 1396.32 Before appearing
in Turgenev’s story, Shiraz wine was already famous “in the nineteenth century for stimulation
of the senses.”33 There is an ancient Iranian legend about the grapes grown in the region of
Shiraz, Iran, dating from three thousand years ago.34 King Jamshid, who was interested in
grapes, accidentally discovered that drinking fermented grape juice made people happier, and
thus Shiraz wine was born.35 In the fourteenth century, Mohammad Shams al-din Hafiz, a
famous poet in Shiraz, “connected wine-related symbols to the themes of love and divinity in
ways reminiscent of earlier religious traditions found in south-west Asia and the Middle East …
he also reinterpreted ancient symbolic links between wine and fertility within a specifically
Persian literary tradition,” which influenced later Islamic poetry, especially during the
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Renaissance period.36 All of these elements could have inspired Turgenev. Other supernatural
elements from Peregrimaggio (1557), a book of mystical oriental stories, and Voodoo practice,
which introduces various love charms, could also have influenced Turgenev.37
Pasticcios, popular at the end of the seventeenth century and the beginning of the
eighteenth century, were a type of opera that combined different composers’ music and texts to
create one story.38 Turgenev described The Song of Triumphant Love as an “Italian pasticcio,”
which suggests that it was inspired and influenced by many sources.39 The influence of Arthur
Schopenhauer’s pessimism, which can be found in many of Turgenev’s works, also exists in The
Song of Triumphant Love. According to Leonard Schapiro, this story is strongly influenced by
Schopenhauer’s “view of the nature of sexual passion,” which is “blind, uncontrollable sexual
passion, intruding on helpless victims unable to resist it.”40 However, in the story there is no
mention of any direct physical contact between Valeria and Muzzio. The uncontrollable love or
sexual desire discussed by Schopenhauer was a popular subject in operas and plays during the
Romantic era. For example, the story of the famous historical figure Francesca da Rimini (1255ca. 1285) and her tragic love triangle, first described in the Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri,
was retold by several composers, librettists, and playwrights, including the tone poem Francesca
da Rimini, Symphonic Fantasia after Dante by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky in 1876 and the operas
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named Francesca da Rimini by Saverio Mercadante in 1830-31 and Riccardo Zandonai in 1914.
Wagner’s music drama Tristan and Isolde (1859) also contributed to the popularity of this
subject. A story similar to Tristan is found in Les pêcheurs de perles (1863) by Georges Bizet
and Pelléas et Mélisande (1898) by Debussy, which is based on Maeterlinck’s play with the
same title from 1892. Besides the love triangle and the love passion, The Song of Triumphant
Love also shares specific concepts and symbols with the above works. For example, both Tristan
and The Song of Triumphant Love contain a love potion, a fight, uncontrollable sexual passion,
and the triumph of love; both Les pêcheurs de perles and The Song of Triumphant Love are
associated with Ceylon and use the necklace as a keepsake, which plays an important role in the
plots; and Tristan, Pelléas et Mélisande, and The Song of Triumphant Love contain secret
meetings in the night, fights in a garden, and they all have a mysterious atmosphere. Thus,
Turgenev may have used the term “pasticcio” because of their numerous shared features.
Ivan Turgenev’s Connection with France and Musicians There
According to recent research, The Song of Triumphant Love might have been partially
inspired by Turgenev’s own experience. Turgenev wrote: “I never attempted ‘to create a
character’ unless I had as my starting point … a living person to whom the appropriate elements
were later on gradually attached and added.”41 According to Jessica Duchen, Turgenev
maintained a lifelong interest in Pauline Viardot. The relationship between Turgenev, Pauline,
and her husband was somewhat like that between Muzzio, Valeria, and Fabio.42 Like the
characters in his story, Turgenev also stayed in a house that adjoined the Viardots’ home.
Pauline’s family accepted him as a regular family member as well. Moreover, Pauline’s
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daughter, Marianne, was engaged to Gabriel Fauré for a short time. According to Duchen, Fauré
had a deep affection for Marianne for four years and finally convinced her to become engaged to
him. However, his obsessive love frightened Marianne and made her break up with him several
months after their engagement, “leaving him heartbroken.”43 Turgenev, whom Marianne called
uncle, had close relationships with both Marianne and Fauré. Some descriptions of Valeria’s and
Muzzio’s appearance and personality in Turgenev’s story bear resemblance to Marianne and
Fauré. For example, both Marianne and Valeria are pale, quiet, and sing well. In contrast, Fauré
and Muzzio have dark skin, are attractive, and are so emotional and intense that they frighten the
women they love.
In addition, Fauré’s Violin Sonata No. 1, Op. 13 (1875-76) and Romance, Op. 18 (1877)
were performed by Paul Viardot, Pauline’s son, at the Viardots’ house, which may have made
Turgenev associate “the violin quite strongly with Fauré.”44 Thus, “the ‘starting point’ (in
Turgenev’s terminology) lies in the characters: Valeria and Muzzio bear striking resemblance to
Pauline’s third daughter, Marianne, and her one-time suitor, Fauré.”45 The Song of Triumphant
Love was begun two years after Fauré and Marianne’s breakup and was finished two months
after Marianne’s marriage to the composer Alphonse Duvernoy.46 Fauré was a good friend of
Chausson and visited both Viardot’s and Chausson’s salons.47
Another possible biographical source for The Song of Triumphant Love was Turgenev’s
affair with the actress Maria Gavrilovna Savina. He wrote the story between late 1879 and June
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1881. Turgenev and Savina met in 1879, when Savina was twenty-five years old. In 1880 and
1881, during his trips to Russia, Turgenev met Savina very frequently and they were
romantically involved. He even read the just-finished The Song of Triumphant Love to her
during his last visit. However, Savina, soon after Turgenev’s final visit, married her second
husband. Based on the chronology of these events, The Song of Triumphant Love might have
also been inspired by Turgenev’s experience with Savina. Turgenev corresponded with her until
the last year of his life. His seventy-nine letters to Savina finally were published after Savina’s
death; however, letters from Savina have been lost.48
Marina Ledkovsky notes that Turgenev’s love for music is prominently featured in many
of his works: “His heroes sing, play instruments, listen to and speak about music, attend
concerts.”49 For Turgenev, music conveys feelings more directly and powerfully than words. In
a letter to Countess Lambert from Rome (1858), he wrote: “Yesterday I was roaming among the
ruins of the Caesars’ palaces—and I was inspired with a kind of epic feeling; that immortal
beauty surrounding me, [unlike] the triviality of earthly things … This cannot be rendered in
words … Those impressions are musical and can be best communicated by music.”50
Exoticism
During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, exoticism became popular in painting,
literature, music, and home decoration.51 In Europe, people were especially fascinated by Asian
and other foreign cultures. Turgenev’s story is an excellent example. The Indian violin, the
Ceylonese song, the wine of Shiraz, and the snake charmer are important elements of this story.
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During the Paris World’s Fair in 1889, the Javanese gamelan, the Vietnamese theater,
belly dancing, Arab music, Gypsies, and French pastoral music were exhibited.52 Both Debussy
and Chausson went to the fair and experienced the Javanese gamelan.53 In 1903, Debussy
composed a piano work, Pagodes, in gamelan style. It is considered “a more or less direct
representation of [the gamelan’s] sounds in keyboard terms.”54
In addition, Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune is another great illustration of
exotic influences. Debussy stated that “my favorite music is those few notes an Egyptian
shepherd plays on his flute: he is a part of the landscape around him, and he knows harmonies
that aren’t in our books.”55 At the beginning of the Prélude, the first half of the flute melody is
based on C#-B-A-G, four notes from a whole tone scale, which are connected by the chromatic
passing notes (ex. 2.5).56 Moreover, this first phrase starts on C# and ends on A#, an unexpected
pitch, which creates more ambiguity about the tonality.

Example 2.5. Claude Debussy, Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune (Paris: E. Fromont, 1895;
repr., New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, after 1951), mm. 1-4, flute solo, accessed February 25,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Prélude_à_l'après-midi_d'un_faune_(Debussy,_Claude).
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In addition to the whole tone scale, Debussy uses the arabesque form in this piece.
Arabesque, a term derived from visual art, originated as a Middle Eastern style of decoration.57
In the late-eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, it became an element in European aesthetics: “a
form of artistic expression that stirred a purposeless sense of pleasure.”58 Indirect expression
was an important feature of symbolist poetry and impressionist arts. Thus, Mallarmé and
Debussy also adopted this form for their poetic and musical works.59 Before the premiere of
Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, in a letter to Mallarmé, Debussy wrote: “Need I tell you what
joy I shall have if you will be so kind as to indulge with your presence the arabesques which I
have been led to believe, through a pride perhaps reprehensible, were inspired by the flute of
your Faun?”60 Later, when Debussy described this music again, although he did not mention
“arabesque,” his words explained the feature of this form: “undulating, soothing [or rocking:
berceuse], and full of curved lines.”61
Impressionist painters focus on the diffusion of light, and water is an important theme to
them. Like impressionist paintings, impressionist music features wave-like motion and soothing
sounds. This feature is similar to the feature of arabesque style that Debussy described. It seems
that arabesque might have been one of important resources for Debussy to establish his
impressionist style.
According to Debussy’s interpretation of the arabesque, Middle Eastern musical style
features ambiguity, flowing sounds, and curvaceous lines. According to musicologist Ralph P.
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Locke, “a triplet figure involving the upper-neighbor note” is one of the practices showing this
exotic taste.62 This can be easily found in Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade and in
Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune (exx. 2.6 and 2.7).63 In addition, there are two
sections based on this type of triplet figure in Chausson’s Poème (mm. 105-22 and mm. 240-54).
They are presented by strings in the orchestra, and they relate to the mysterious Middle Eastern
atmosphere in Turgenev’s story. Based on the context of the story, they are interpreted as a
snake melody. This snake melody can be compared with the famous snake-charmer-like melody
from Saint-Saëns’s opera Samson et Dalila (1877) and will be discussed more thoroughly in the
next chapter.

Example 2.6. Nikolay Rimsky-Korsakov, Scheherazade, Op. 35 (Leipzig: M. P. Belaieff, 1889;
repr., New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, after 1933), mm. 14-15, violin solo, accessed February 25,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Scheherazade,_Op.35_(Rimsky-Korsakov,_Nikolay).

Example 2.7. Debussy, Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, mm. 61-64, flute solo, accessed
February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Prélude_à_l'après-midi_d'un_faune_(Debussy,_Claude).
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CHAPTER 3
POÈME AND THE SONG OF TRIUMPHANT LOVE
Musical Analysis and the Programmatic Content of Poème
There are three autographs of Poème: 1) a draft (on three staves) entitled Poème
symphonique pour violon et orchestre, with the subtitle Le Chant de l’amour triomphant. The
front cover of this draft was reproduced by Jean Gallois in his biography of Chausson (1967)
(see figure 2.1); 2) the orchestral score that bears the title Poème symphonique pour violon et
orchestre, without the subtitle; 3) another orchestral score entitled Poème pour violon et
orchestre, Op. 25. The latter contains rehearsal notes and rehearsal numbers, which might have
been marked by people other than Chausson. Thus, according to Peter Jost, this could be the
“conductor’s score for the earliest performances.”1 This was owned by violinist Fritz Kreisler,
who donated it to the Library of Congress, and it can be viewed on-line at https://www.loc.gov/
item/ihas.200031144/. According to Antoine Ysaÿe, the son of Eugène Ysaÿe, and biographer
Bertram Ratcliffe, Chausson sent Eugène Ysaÿe a manuscript, which Ysaÿe gave to Fritz
Kreisler in 1930.2 Based on the facts stated by Ysaÿe, Ratcliffe, and Jost, the manuscript that
Ysaÿe had is probably the one in the Library of Congress.
In addition to the orchestral version, there are arrangements for solo violin and piano, and
for solo violin and piano quintet. According to an investigation in 2003 by Jost, the version with
piano reduction was published first (by Breitkopf & Härtel in 1897), and the orchestral edition
was not published until 1907, also by Breitkopf & Härtel, ten years later than the piano edition.3
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The engraver’s copy of the piano reduction has been lost, but some sketches for piano made by
Chausson are found on the manuscript of the orchestral score, which are incorporated in the
piano reduction published by G. Henle Verlag in 2003.4 According to Jost, it is also possible that
Chausson hired someone else to finish the piano reduction.5 The autograph of the version for
violin and piano quintet was discovered by violinist Philippe Graffin, and it was premiered in
1997.6 Its date is not indicated on the score,7 and this version has not been published yet.
The first orchestral edition was reprinted by Edwin F. Kalmus (ca. 1933). In 2012,
Kalmus also published a critical edition, which is based on Chausson’s manuscript in the Library
of Congress. The piano reduction is also re-published by the International Music Company,
Edition Peters, Kalmus, and Schott, in addition to Breitkopf & Härtel and G. Henle Verlag. In
this document, the analysis is based on the critical edition of the orchestral score published by
Kalmus.
Poème is composed in one movement with frequent tempo changes: Lento a misterioso,
Animato, Molto animato, Animato (a tempo), Poco lento, Poco meno lento, Allegro, Tempo 1,
and Tranquillo. For a work composed in the late nineteenth century, the orchestra is not large.
The orchestration includes paired woodwinds, four horns, two trumpets, three trombones, one
tuba, timpani in B-flat and E-flat, one harp, and strings. This composition is written in 3/4 and
6/8 meters.
There are two principal themes and a linking motive, which recur throughout the work
(exx. 3.1-3.3). Based on the thematic material, along with the key scheme and changes in tempo
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and meter, I hear this piece organized into three big sections, framed by an introduction and a
coda (figure 3.1).

Example 3.1. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, Theme 1, mm. 31-51, accessed February 25,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).

Example 3.2. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, Theme 2, mm. 123-26, accessed February 25,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).

Example 3.3. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, Linking motive, mm. 65-68, accessed February
25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Figure 3.1. Overview of the Structure of Chausson’s Poème
Turgenev’s story is mystical and supernatural. Based on Turgenev’s story, I propose that
theme 1 represents the Ceylonese melody, which is played several times by Muzzio. This theme
is also related to Muzzio and the concept of triumphant love. There are two important private
meetings between Valeria and Muzzio: one occurs in a dream, and the other one in a trance state.
I propose that theme 2 is related to Valeria’s private interaction with Muzzio in the dream or
trance. This theme is fully presented in both Section I and Section II, and each time it follows a
dream-like passage (mm. 105-22 and mm. 240-45) (see ex. 3.8). The first presentation (mm.
123-32) of theme 2 represents her dream about their meeting in a room with oriental decoration.
The second (mm. 246-66), because it is followed by increased tension (mm. 267-300), represents
the last meeting during a trancelike state in the garden, where they are discovered by Fabio,
which results in a fight between the two men. This fighting passage is in measures 291-300, and
it contains the most intense motivic development in the work.
The introduction, presented by the orchestra, is quiet and mysterious. It consists of two
melodic ideas: introductory material and a D pentatonic scale idea (figure 3.2). The entire
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introduction is developed from the opening motive, which includes the pitches E-flat, B-flat, Cflat, and G-flat, with its unusual chord progression: i – It6/4 – i (mm. 1-3) (ex. 3.4). This
opening motive is a premonition of theme 1 and is presented the first time by the celli, basses,
and bassoons. This motive is repeated with the progression i – Ger6 – V4/2 in measures 3-5.
The following phrase (mm. 5-11) is a variation of the opening motive, and it is presented by celli
and violas. In this phrase, the rhythm is slightly changed and is extended by ties over the bar
lines. The music is flowing rather than rhythmic. Other important changes are related to pitch
and harmony. In measure 6, the melodic line goes to D rather than E-flat, making a subtle color
change. In addition, an unusual harmonic progression is used here: V4/2 – V7/VI – V4/2 –
V7/VI – I – i (mm. 5-11). Thus, the delayed resolution is colorful and interesting due to the
secondary dominants and the major tonic chord. This opening has several similarities with the
opening of Wagner’s Tristan; this will be discussed in Chapter IV.
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Intro''
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Figure 3.2. Structure of the Introduction
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Example 3.4. Ernest Chausson, Poème, Op. 25 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1898; repr., Boca
Raton: Masters Music, n.d.), mm. 1-11, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_
Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
The next phrase, in which the woodwinds repeat the same melodic material, modulates to
G minor (m. 12), creating a third relation to E-flat minor. However, G minor is not maintained
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for long. Quickly moving away from a newly established key is an important feature of this
piece. This ambiguous treatment of tonality contributes to Chausson’s impressionist style.
Before the opening material is presented for the last time, again by the celli in E-flat
minor (mm. 26-31), the oboe presents a new and contrasting idea based on the D pentatonic
scale, which introduces an element of exoticism (ex. 3.5, mm. 18-20). Later, at the end of the
work (mm. 313-16), this scale comes back in order to recall the introduction. This serves to
balance and round out the form.

Example 3.5. Ernest Chausson, Poème, Op. 25 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1898), mm. 18-20,
oboe solo, accessed October 30, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
Section I consists of two main parts, which are connected by the linking motive. The first
part focuses on theme 1, and the second part is based on theme 2. The first part continues Lento
e misterioso in the key of E-flat minor from the introduction. In this part, theme 1 is presented
three times: 1) unaccompanied, by the solo violin, 2) by the orchestra, and 3) as the basis of an
extended cadenza by the solo violin.
While the timpani gradually fades away, the solo violin enters, presenting theme 1 for the
first time (mm. 34-50) (see ex. 3.1). This melody consists of four phrases, of which the second
and the fourth are extended, and it features slurs and ties. Another important aspect of the first
presentation of theme 1 is its conclusion (mm. 47-50), which is approached by an ascending
melodic line: B-flat4, C-flat5, E-flat5, and B-flat5. Together, measures 48-49 create a Ger6,
which resolves to i6. This conclusion recurs when theme 1 is presented for the last time (mm.
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313-17); however, instead of i6, it arrives on I6/4, introducing new material for an unusual but
colorful conclusion.
The Ceylonese melody played by Muzzio is the most important element in Turgenev’s
story. Based on the description in the story, it seems logical that theme 1 could represent the
Ceylonese song, “the song of happiness and fulfilled passion,” which is played by Muzzio on the
first night:
A passionate melody was now flowing from the wide strokes of the bow, flowing and
waving beautifully just like the snake whose skin covered the surface of the violin. And
the melody shone and burned with such fire, such triumphant joy.8
Because the first presentation of theme 1 is unaccompanied, it creates a more intimate
feeling than does Muzzio’s performance of it in the story. The first part of the theme is calm and
sensitive (mm. 34-40), while its conclusion (mm. 47-50)—in slowly ascending intervals of minor
second, major third, and perfect fifth—evokes controlled yearning and passion.
The Indian violin, which “was covered in bluish snake-skin,” is introduced as an exotic
element and plays an important role in the story.9 According to Duchen, Pauline Viardot owned
“an ethnic violin with a snake carved into its neck which is said to have been the model for
Muzzio’s magical fiddle,” although whether it was an Indian violin or not is unclear.10 The
traditional western violin was not introduced to India until the beginning of the nineteenth
century.11 Before this, the sāraṅgī was a popular Indian string instrument. Its body was covered
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Turgenev, The Song of Triumphant Love, 32.

9

Ibid.

10

Duchen, “Love Triumphant?” 49.

11

Grove Music Online, s.v. “India §III, 6: Theory and practice of classical music: Instrumental traditions –
sāraṅgī and violin,” by Harold S. Powers, accessed January 11, 2015, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.
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by goatskin, and there were three main playing strings.12 In his story, perhaps Turgenev
combined features from the European violin, the sāraṅgī, and Viardot’s violin.
If the unaccompanied theme does not show the “fulfilled passion,” the polyphonic
cadenza (mm. 69-90) does, and it suggests Muzzio’s performance of the Ceylonese song. It is
presented after the second appearance of theme 1, which is given to the orchestral strings (mm.
51-65). The top melodic voice is accompanied by a lower voice with flowing exotic figurations,
which create hemiolas, syncopations, and chromatic scales, resulting in a smooth wave-like
motion. This is the section that corresponds to Turgenev’s description of a melody moving like a
snake. The beginning of theme 1 can be heard in the top line (mm. 77-82) while the bottom line
ascends and descends (ex. 3.6). In measures 83-90, the cadenza becomes intense and passionate
due to the chords, especially the diminished seventh chords. Finally, via the linking motive, the
music steadily climbs up to the peak and lands on the E-flat major chord, rather than the starting
E-flat minor, suggesting “happiness and fulfilled passion” (m. 97).

Example 3.6. Chausson, Poème, mm. 75-83, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
The linking motive occurs twice in Section I: first, in measures 65-68, presented by the
solo violin (see ex. 3.3); and second, in measures 93-96, as the connection to the second part of
Section I. The main pitch of this motive is always B-flat, usually a long trilled note followed by
fast chromatic scales in sextuplets or triplets. This motive serves the structural purpose of
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Grove Music Online, s.v. “Sāraṅgī,” by Neil Sorrell, accessed January 11, 2015, http://oxfordmusic
online.com.
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transitioning to new melodic material or a new key area. Later, transformations of it appear in
measures 204-5 and 329-47. Its final appearance is the longest version, because of the prolonged
cadence at the end (mm. 329-47): trills extend to the end of the piece, which sounds like the
entire piece is ended by the linking motive.
There is another significant melodic idea in the first part of Section I. After the cadenza,
while the solo violin is busy with chromatic figurations and the linking motive, in order to
approach another climax, the flute, clarinet, and first violins enter in unison with a simple
ascending line: B-flat4, C-flat5, E-flat5, G-flat5, A5, and B-flat5. This line is made up of the
following sequence of intervals: minor second, major third, minor third, augmented second, and
minor second. Although this series of pitches, which is not a scale, does not receive much
attention here, its intervals are borrowed in the fighting passage at the end of Section II, where a
compressed version of this idea creates drama. This will be discussed below.
In Poème, theme 2 is in a faster tempo and in 6/8 meter (see ex. 3.2). Thus, the second
part of Section I, which is based on theme 2, starts in Animato in 6/8 meter (m. 97). Theme 2 is
preceded by two passages. The first passage serves an introductory purpose (mm. 97-105). It
sets up a new color via non-functional harmony and transparent sound, which is created by string
trills and tremolos. The second passage (mm. 105-22) is a forerunner of theme 2.
Snakes are mentioned twice in Turgenev’s story. They represent oriental and mysterious
elements. In addition to the snake skin on the Indian violin, Turgenev also mentions Muzzio
playing as a snake charmer, which reflects an experience from his Middle Eastern travels. One
of the most famous snake charmer melodies is in the Bacchanale in Camille Saint-Saëns’s
Samson et Dalila (1877). The melody, presented by the oboe, uses major and minor seconds as
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the basis of its smooth curvaceous line (ex. 3.7). The augmented second and neighbor tones,
which add an exotic oriental flavor, are important elements in this melody.

Example 3.7. Camille Saint-Saëns, Bacchanale in Act III of Samson et Dalila, Op. 47, (Paris:
Durand & Cie., ca. 1929; repr., Boca Raton: Edwin F. Kalmus, after 1987), accessed February
14, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Samson_et_Dalila,_Op.47_(Saint-Saëns,_Camille).
In Poème, Chausson also uses augmented seconds to evoke an exotic atmosphere in the
scalar context. The intervals from C-flat – D (mm. 113-14), B-flat – C-sharp (m. 294), F-flat – G
(m. 334), and B – A-flat (m. 341), are all presented by the solo violin. He also uses upper
neighbor tones in triplets to introduce the dream-like passage (mm. 105-22 and mm. 240-45) (ex.
3.8). According to Locke, upper neighbor tones in triplets create an exotic flavor, further
contributing to the Middle Eastern connection.13 Compared to Rimsky-Korsakov’s and
Debussy’s examples (see exx. 2.6 and 2.7), Chausson’s handling of triplets is closest to
Debussy’s: they are often slurred in intricate patterns to blur the bar lines and to create unclear
rhythms (see exx. 3.8 and 2.7). Chausson also uses sixteenth-note triplets to create a constantly
driving line, which sounds like a winding snake and reflects the oriental connection. The soft
sound created by the strings contributes to the dreamy effect as well.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Locke, Musical Exoticism, 221.
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Example 3.8. Chausson, Poème, mm. 99-108, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
Theme 2 (ex. 3.9a) is presented the first time by the solo violin with the orchestra (mm.
123-32), and then it is developed, first by the orchestra with the soloist providing an obbligato
line (mm. 138-46) (ex. 3.9b), and then by octaves in double stop by the solo violin, doubled by
the orchestra (mm. 180-88). This transformed version is based on a four-measure idea, which
consists of the beginning of theme 2 with pitch A changing to A-flat (ex. 3.9b, m. 138) and an
idea from an octatonic scale (ex. 3.9b, mm. 140-41).

Example 3.9a. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, Theme 2, mm. 123-26, accessed February 29,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Example 3.9b. Chausson, Poème, Transformed version of Theme 2, mm. 138-41, oboe solo,
accessed October 30, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
The entrance (m. 123) of the first presentation of theme 2 is beautified by a full harp
chord, and syncopated pedal points replace the sixteenth-note triplets, which continue the dreamy
feeling. Theme 2 starts in C minor, but the chord progression (mm. 123-32) is non-functional
until the last two chords: A half-diminished seventh – A-flat dominant seventh – C minor – Aflat dominant seventh – G dominant 4/2 – F minor seventh – C minor 6/4 – G half-diminished
seventh – C minor 6/4 – F minor 6/5 – Fr6 – G major. This harmonic progression creates a
confusing and trance-like feeling. However, the arrival on the dominant via Fr6 sounds like a
beam of sunshine, which for me is delicate, shining, and filled with hope. As usual, this cheerful
moment is not maintained for long. The transformed version of theme 2 with the solo violin
providing an obbligato (mm. 138-45) creates a confused feeling, due to the textural contrast. It is
immediately followed by a motive that is developed from the first two measures of theme 2. Due
to the interval of the third, this motive is more articulate and angular than theme 2. I interpret it
as the longing motive—a motive full of desire (mm. 146-63) (ex. 3.10).

Example 3.10. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, Longing motive, mm. 146-47, accessed
February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
This transformed version of theme 2 is repeated, but in double stops, at the summit of a
virtuosic passage at the end of Section I. This creates a passionate moment, via the double-stop
octaves, the high register, and the unison between the solo violin and orchestral violins (mm.
!
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180-88). This virtuosic passage also employs neighbor tones with sixteenth-notes (mm. 164-79).
The first four measures of the passage, due to the smooth bow strokes, neighbor tones, and the
conjunct motion, shows a connection to the winding snake melody in the dreamy passage (mm.
105-22), which could be interpreted as a snake-charmer theme (ex. 3.11). These four measures
also have some similarities with the beginning of Night on Bald Mountain by Modest
Mussorgsky (ex. 3.12): first, both use neighbor tones, passing tones, and smooth bow strokes;
second, both use pizzicato as an accompaniment; and third, both depict exotic dances. However,
because of its hemiolas, syncopations, and soft dynamics, Chausson’s music is more
impressionistic than Mussorgsky’s.

Example 3.11. Chausson, Poème, mm. 164-67, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Example 3.12. Modest Mussorgsky, Night on Bald Mountain, ed. Georgy Kirkor (Moscow:
Muzyka, 1967), mm. 1-3, accessed February 25, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Night_on_Bald_
Mountain_(Mussorgsky,_Modest).
As a result of the affects that theme 2 and the longing motive convey, the second part of
Section I is more sensually expressive than the first part. The colorful instrumentation also
contributes to this: see, for example, the harp (m. 123) and the use of trumpets and the trombones
(mm. 152-55 and mm. 188-89). In Poème, whenever trumpets and trombones perform together,
there is a powerful climax because of the loud dynamics and the color of the brass instruments.
Later, in the most intense part, where the biggest climax occurs, Chausson even adds a tuba to
the brass (mm. 297-306).
The harp is always a special ingredient in impressionist music. In Poème, the harp
appears three times, and each time it relates to theme 2: 1) at the start of the dreamy passage, the
forerunner of theme 2, it hints at the change of the mood (mm. 105-6); 2) at the start of theme 2,
it emphasizes the entrance of the new theme (m. 123); and 3) it accompanies theme 2 and
highlights it (mm. 255-68). Many composers like to use the harp to represent love. In the
overture-fantasy Romeo and Juliet (1869) by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, whenever the love theme
appears, the harp plays with the orchestra. In Tristan und Isolde, Wagner uses harp to suggest
the moment when the protagonists fall in love. In Poème, Chausson’s treatment of theme 2 is
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quite similar. He uses the harp to emphasize the melody and to suggest the romantic, dreamy
moment between Muzzio and Valeria. Thus, theme 2 is associated with romantic interaction
between Valeria and Muzzio. It can be interpreted as a theme of affection between Valeria and
Muzzio in their dreams.
Section II functions as the development section of the work. Almost all the important
material from the introduction and Section I returns in this section, but in different tonalities and
in transformed versions.
The return of the introductory motive marks the start of Section II (mm. 198-204).
Instead of E-flat minor, it starts in C major, but does not remain there long. It is immediately
followed by the compressed transformation of the linking motive (mm. 204-5). Next, theme 1 is
presented twice in different keys and by different instruments: the first, in F-sharp major, is
presented by the orchestra and ends in G minor with the solo violin (mm. 206-24); and the
second, which features the solo violin, starts in A major and ends in B major (mm. 225-40).
Because of the tremolos in the string accompaniment, the second version sounds transparent and
more delicate than the first version.
The development of theme 2 follows the same order as in Section I, but in different keys:
1) the return of the dream-like passage in the orchestra in B major (mm. 240-45); 2) theme 2
presented in full by the solo violin in G-sharp minor (mm. 246-52); 3) the beginning of theme 2
presented by the solo violin and the orchestra in various keys (mm. 255-66); and 4) the return of
the passage based on the longing motive presented by solo violin with orchestra, possibly in G
major (mm. 267-76). Also, there are a virtuosic passage (mm. 277-84) and the return of the
transformed version of theme 2 from Section I (mm. 285-93).
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In Section II, theme 2 not only conveys the dreamy affect, it also presents a trance-like
feeling. The sixteenth-note triplets from the dreamy passage (mm. 240-45) continue
accompanying theme 2, and then they change to a repeated sixteenth-note pattern, winding
around in larger intervals such as thirds and fourths, and continues a mysterious affect while the
harp plays (ex. 3.13). Because of its frequent key changes and developmental process, the
passage in measures 255-76 can be interpreted as trance-like.

Example 3.13. Chausson, Poème, mm. 255-69, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Example 3.13, continued.
The passage of measures 277-84 suggests a return of the virtuosic passage in Section I,
but it emphasizes different material—a syncopated motive (ex. 3.14), which is derived from the
orchestral string accompaniment in Section I (mm. 164-79) (see ex. 3.11). This motive, in
Section II, is first presented and developed by the solo violin; as the tempo gets faster and the
music becomes more exciting, it is taken over by the orchestral violins while the solo violin
plays rapid running scales (mm. 283-84). In addition, the low strings present the first two
measures of theme 1 in augmentation, which serves as a premonition of the upcoming fighting
passage (mm. 291-92) due to its prominence there. Meanwhile, the meter shifts from 6/8 to 9/8
temporarily. This is the only time that Chausson uses a meter other than 3/4 or 6/8 in this work.
Thus, theme 1 is able to stay in triple meter, as always.

Example 3.14. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, mm. 277-81, accessed February 25, 2016,
http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
The fighting passage (mm. 291-300) occurs at the end of Section II and functions as a
transition to Section III. It has the most complicated texture of the piece. It consists of two
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layers differentiated by two important ideas (ex. 3.15): 1) the augmentation of the first two
measures of theme 1 in the trumpets (mm. 291-97), clarinets and horns (mm. 293-95), first
violins (mm. 293-97), and violas (mm. 293-95); 2) the developed linking motive in the flutes,
oboes, solo violin, and clarinets. In addition to the rhythmic pattern, the developed linking
motive also retains the original motive’s feature of starting the slur with motion to the lower
neighbor tone (see exx. 3.15 and 3.3). Moreover, it adopts the melodic idea introduced by the
orchestral strings in measures 90-97 and develops into a complicated chromatic transformation
counterpoint to theme 1 in the fighting passage.
The layer of the developed agitated linking motive is further distinguished by having its
motives played by different sections in turns, which is an important reason for considering it the
fighting passage. The dialogue of these different entrances in the layer of the developed linking
motive could represent Fabio and Muzzio, while the layer of theme 1 might represent the
unalterable love. Because of the dissonance and conflicts in the rhythm and meter, the climax of
the piece is easily achieved by the increased tension and dynamics, which seem to represent the
sounds and the movements of fighting. This passage finally leads to the biggest climax of the
work, the last presentation of theme 1 (mm. 301-6).
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Example 3.15. Chausson, Poème, mm. 290-94, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Example 3.15, continued.
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Example 3.15, continued.
The way that Chausson represents fighting is similar to the fighting presented by
Tchaikovsky in Romeo and Juliet. In Tchaikovsky’s fighting passage, the first violins and the
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woodwinds alternate the agitating motive to suggest the battle between the two families (ex.
3.16a). Soon after this, based on the melodic material, the texture is divided into two big layers:
one layer presents the rhythmic feud motive in the woodwinds and the lower strings, and the
other layer presents fast figurations in the violins which creates a contrast. Moreover, each layer
is characterized by alternations between different sections (ex. 3.16b). This is exactly like what
Chausson does in Poème. However, the harmony, rhythm, hemiola, non-chord tones,
dissonance, and exotic intervals used by Chausson are more complicated than Tchaikovsky’s.
Although both composers use these techniques to suggest fighting, Tchaikovsky’s style is
Romantic while Chausson’s is Impressionistic.
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Example 3.16a. Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, Romeo and Juliet (overture-fantasia), (Berlin: Ed.
Bote & G. Bock, 1881), mm. 121-23, accessed February 14, 2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Romeo
_and_Juliet_(overture-fantasia)_(Tchaikovsky,_Pyotr).
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Example 3.16b. Tchaikovsky, Romeo and Juliet, mm. 127-29, accessed February 14, 2016,
http://imslp.org/wiki/Romeo_and_Juliet_(overture-fantasia)_(Tchaikovsky,_Pyotr).
Section III begins with the last presentation of theme 1, in the work’s original tempo and
original key, E-flat minor (mm. 301-17). The full orchestra, except for the harp, is used here for
the first time. The orchestra plays theme 1, fortissimo, in homophonic texture, creating the
biggest climax of the piece, which, in my view, represents the triumph of the love.
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The second half of theme 1 is given to the solo violin. Its calm and confident statement
(mm. 307-16), along with the recall of the pentatonic scale, restores peace and tranquility. The
conclusion of theme 1 is accompanied by the return of the pentatonic scale from the introduction,
but on D-flat rather than on D (mm. 313-16). Although the conclusion of theme 1 in the solo
violin is quite similar to its previous appearances, the harmony is quite different. For example,
in measures 63-64, the harmonic progression is E-flat minor 6/4 – B diminished 4/2 – G
dominant seventh, and it is resolved by B-flat dominant 4/3 in m. 65, while in measures 313-16,
the progression is E-flat minor 6/4 – Ger7 (B dominant seventh) – A diminished 4/2 (ex. 3.17).
In addition, a sudden change in mood in m. 317 is created by a surprising harmony and timbre:
the melody is resolved to an unexpected E-flat major 6/4, rather than B-flat dominant seventh,
thereby moving into a major key area and introducing new melodic material. Approached by a
big skip and highlighted by the solo violin in high register, the resolution to B-flat in measure
317 immediately stands out in the shimmering orchestral sound and creates a surprising, shining
moment. This quality is reinforced by the solo flute’s trills. The trills start in measure 313 in mf
and gradually get louder; in measure 317, they reach and remain at a loud dynamic level, and are
the only loud voice in the orchestra. The way that this special moment is created is quite similar
to the surprising moment when Wagner’s Tristan and Isolde reveal their love.
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Example 3.17. Chausson, Poème, mm. 312-20, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
In Act I, Scene 5, after Tristan and Isolde finish drinking the love potion, the melodic
material from the beginning of the Prelude returns. The return of the melodic material from
measures 1-3 and 5-7 in the Prelude is followed by a new dissonant stormy sound in a lower
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register. Then, right before the return of the third phrase (mm. 8-14), the sound is suddenly
taken over for two measures by soft violin tremolos in a high register. After the tremolos
approach D through an ascending chromatic scale, the harp plays a G major chord, which does
not appear in the Prelude. This beautifully hints at the arrival of an unexpected moment (ex.
3.18). Then, the return of the third phrase in the Prelude is presented beautifully by the violas.
The timbre of the harp and the clear G major chord differentiate the mood of this phrase from the
previous phrases, creating an intriguing arrival of love.

Example 3.18. Richard Wagner, Tristan und Isolde, ed. Felix Mottl (Leipzig: C. F. Peters, ca.
1912; repr., New York: Dover Publications, 1973), mm. 1782-90, accessed November 3, 2015,
http://imslp.org/wiki/Tristan_und_ Isolde,_WWV_90_(Wagner,_Richard).
In Poème, a similar passage (mm. 313-28) represents the conclusion of the story:
Suddenly, against her will, from under her fingers rang out the same song of triumphant
love which Muzzio once had played—and at the same moment, for the first time since
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her marriage, she felt within her the stirring of a new growing life … Valeria flinched and
stopped playing … What could it mean? Surely not …14
In the tranquillo section, as a result of the diminuendo and the cadence on the tonic in measure
329, it appears that the work is ending; however, the coda instead starts quietly with the return of
the introductory material and the linking motive, which brings peace back again, hinting at
Valeria and Fabio resuming their life. Finally, this ascending linking motive leads to an exotic
tranquility of diminished seventh chords, string trills, and string tremolos, all of which create a
shimmering, transparent, and purified sound (ex. 3.19). The falling trills at the end of the piece
sounds like falling leaves or memory fading away. However, instead of returning to the tonic,
the E-flat minor, the piece ends on a picardy third, E-flat major chord. Accompanied by the
pedal point, this resolution sounds like a peaceful answer, but full of ambiguity and surprise.
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Example 3.19. Chausson, Poème, mm. 339-47, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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The extensive use of slurs is an important feature of Poème. In the Library of Congress
manuscript, these slurs usually indicate the phrases rather than the bowing or the breathing.
However, in both Breitkopf and Kalmus editions, some slurred phrases in the manuscript are
divided into smaller units for technical reasons, such as for idiomatic bowings (figure 3.3) and
for practical breathing (figure 3.4). According to Jost, Chausson did make some minor changes
before the score was published, and some of these changes can be seen on “loose-leaf pages
marked ‘Variante’” while others are lost.15 The changes in the slurs might have been made by
Chausson, but it is also possible that they were made by the Breitkopf editor. Thus, it is valuable
for performers to compare the conception of the phrasing in the edition with the manuscript.

Figure 3.3a. Ernest Chausson, Poème, Op. 25, composer’s manuscript (Library of Congress
manuscript), mm. 185-88, accessed November 7, 2012, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_
(Chausson,_Ernest).

Figure 3.3b. Ernest Chausson, Poème, Op. 25 (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1898; repr., Boca
Raton: Masters Music, n.d.), mm. 184-88, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,
_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).

Figure 3.4a. Chausson, Poème (Library of Congress manuscript), mm. 179-84, accessed
November 7, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
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Figure 3.4b. Chausson, Poème, (Breitkopf & Härtel edition), mm. 179-83, accessed June 19,
2016, http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
Unconventional harmony is another important feature of this work. Diminished and half
diminished chords are frequently used in non-functional harmonic progressions, which
contribute to the impressionist style. For example, at the end of the solo violin cadenza,
Chausson uses diminished chords to build up the intensity (mm. 84-90) and even ends this
section on a half-diminished seventh chord (m. 90). Also, in the dream-like passage, he uses a
series of diminished seventh chords in order to create a trancelike state (mm. 110-13): C-sharp
diminished 4/2 – G-sharp diminished 4/3 – C-sharp diminished 4/2 – D-flat diminished 4/2 – B
diminished 4/3 – E diminished 4/3 – C half diminished 4/2 – F6/5 – Ger4/3 in E-flat minor – Bflat dominant. Except for the last two chords, the harmony stays non-functional. A similar
example with half-diminished chords can be seen in measures 231-40.
Unusual chords are often used for coloristic purposes. For example, in addition to ninth
and eleventh chords, Chausson even employs thirteenth chords three times: G13th (m. 187),
E13th (m. 207), and D-flat13th (m. 302). Each time, the thirteenth chord appears at an exciting
moment and functions as a dominant resolving to a tonic. Another unusual chord is the Aug+6.
The tonality in Poème remains unclear most of the time, and the Aug+6 contributes to this
feature. In addition to providing harmonic color, it subtly indicates or suggests the tonality,
although it is never resolved traditionally: Ger4/2 in measure 104, Ger6/5 in measures 109 and
222, Ger4/3 in measure 112, Fr6 in measure 131, and Ger6/5 in measure 305.
Chausson also uses exotic intervals such as augmented seconds and tritones to contribute
to his impressionist style. For example, in measure 113, the C-flat, which is an augmented lower
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neighbor tone to D, creates an unexpected feeling (ex. 3.20). Based on this context, performers
should treat this note very thoughtfully. Another interesting pitch is G-flat (m. 117 and m. 119).
After two measures of a scalar descending line, the music arrives on C-natural smoothly (m.
117), but suddenly makes a leap of a diminished fifth to G-flat, while the orchestra maintains the
same character, followed by descending motion. This surprising pitch suggests that a big effort
was made, but without success. It is delicate and fragile.

Example 3.20. Chausson, Poème, solo violin part, mm. 113-19, accessed February 25, 2016,
http://imslp.org/wiki/Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest).
Moreover, Chausson likes to emphasize the approach to the resolution rather than the
resolution itself. The resolution is often followed by a new material or a new key with a change
in mood. Thus, the music flows and continues as a long wave. The cadences do not stop the
motion. This shows the influence of Wagner’s music. However, because of its characteristic
harmony and orchestration, this feature contributes to Chausson’s impressionist style.
It is common knowledge that many great works were not appreciated at the time they
were composed, and this also happened with Poème. It was initially rejected by the publisher
Breitkopf & Härtel, who worried “that the work’s modernity would inhibit sales,” but they
ultimately accepted it after composer Isaac Albéniz, a friend of Chausson, offered payment to
them.16 The score of the piano reduction was published in 1897, but not the orchestral score.
Chausson did not know about the payment.
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CHAPTER 4
POÈME IN BROADER MUSICAL CONTEXT
Poème in Broader Musical Context
Berlioz’s Symphonie Fantastique was composed in 1830. Its exotic and diabolical
program distinguishes pit from other symphonies of the period. In addition to the detailed
program, Berlioz uses a symbolic theme, the idée fixe, to help depict the program. This theme
represents the narrator’s beloved and unifies the entire work by returning in all five movements,
but its expression is transformed from movement to movement to fit the different situations.
Moreover, the waltz represents the ball dance in the second movement, the English horn and
oboe dialogue represents loneliness in the third movement, the timpani along with dotted and
syncopated rhythm and emphasis on the wind instruments represent the march to the scaffold in
the fourth movement, and the Dies Irae melody represents death in the fifth movement.1
In Poème, symbolism is not emphasized as much as in Symphonie Fantastique, but it is
still present. For example, theme 1, in my interpretation, represents the Ceylonese Song, which
is also related to Muzzio. It is only fully presented in its first (mm. 34-50) and last (mm. 301-17)
occurrences. Other than these, it is always partially presented (mm. 206-14, 225-30) or recurs
under different guises (mm. 77-82, 283-84, 291-96) throughout the work. Like the idée fixe in
the Symphonie Fantastique, theme 1 unifies Poème. Also, each time theme 1 appears, it conveys
a different mood and leads to a different color. For example, the motive of theme 1 in measures
283-84 is dark, and the same motive in measures 291-96, due to the different register, timbre,
and key, becomes aggressive. However, while Berlioz’s music focuses on literally describing
the plot, Chausson focuses instead on depicting the atmosphere and the ambiguity of the story.
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Roger Kamien, Music: An Appreciation, 4th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1988), 340-44.
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In his early years, Chausson had a great admiration for Wagner; however, later he tried to
“avoid being too Wagnerian.”2 But could he really avoid it? Perhaps he was struggling to get
free “from the tyrannical hold which the giant from Bayreuth exerted over the lyrical drama.”3
Wagner’s Prelude to Tristan und Isolde and Chausson’s Poème begin in the same
manner. Both openings establish a mysterious atmosphere for what follows. They use similar
chord progressions that features augmented sixth chords, half-diminished seventh chords, and
third relationships, all of which obscure the tonality. There are also strong similarities in the
phrasing and orchestration of both works.
In Tristan, the orchestra starts (Langsam und schmachtend) in A minor. The chord
progression is i – Fr4/3 – V7, and an appoggiatura G-sharp is used to approach the Fr4/3, which
creates the unique Tristan chord (ex. 4.1). The first phrase, measures 1-3, is divided into two
parts (mm. 1-2 and 2-3) and played by two different orchestral sections, the celli and woodwinds.
The celli start in measures 1-2, and their gesture is elided in measure 2 with the start of the
second part (mm. 2-3), which is presented by the oboe and other woodwind instruments. And
then, sequences of the first phrase are presented in third relationships, C major and E major.
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Example 4.1. Richard Wagner, Tristan und Isolde (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1860; repr.,
New York: Edwin F. Kalmus, after 1933), mm. 1-9, accessed February 27, 2016, http://imslp.org
/wiki/Tristan_und_Isolde,_WWV_90_(Wagner,_Richard).
In Poème, the orchestra starts (Lento e misterioso) in E-flat minor. The chord
progression is i – It6/4 – i – Ger6 – V4/2 (see ex. 3.4). Because i – Ger6 is a sequence of i –
It6/4, the basic harmony progression is still i – Aug+6 – V, which is similar to the progression at
the opening of Tristan. However, the inversions are slightly different: first, Tristan uses the
traditionally inverted augmented sixth chord, Fr4/3, while Poème uses unusually inverted chords,
It6/4 and Ger6; and second, the theme in Tristan moves traditionally to V7 while the theme in
Poème moves unconventionally to the inverted V chord, V4/2.
In Poème, the introductory material (mm. 1-5) consists of two repeated motives (mm. 1-3
and 3-5), presented by two different groups as well—one consists of celli, the double bass and
bassoons, and the other one consists of woodwinds and horns (see ex. 3.4). Like Tristan, it also
starts in the cello section, which is divided into four voices (mm. 1-3), with the opening motive
starting in the third and fourth voices. In measure 3, this opening motive is overlapped with its
repeated motive (mm. 3-5), presented by the woodwinds and horns. Then, a variation of the
introductory material is presented by violas (mm. 5-11). Unlike Tristan, this variation does not
move to a third relation; instead, it goes to the tonic in a major key in measure 9 and immediately
moves back to E-flat minor. Thus, this chord progression creates an ambiguous tonality and
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surprising color. However, the second variation of the introductory material shifts to the key of
G minor in measure 12 (ex. 4.2), a third relationship to E-flat minor, as in Tristan. The
subsequent third relationship (mm. 17-18) (ex. 4.2) created by Chausson between two chords,
however, is not like Wagner: after Chausson presents the tonic (m. 17), the fifth of G minor
chord, via passing tone E, lands on E9 chord (m. 18), making a third relation. Thus, due to the
mysterious color added to this modulation, the use of this passing tone shows the impressionist
style.

Example 4.2. Chausson, Poème, mm. 12-20, accessed June 19, 2015, http://imslp.org/wiki/
Poème,_Op.25_(Chausson,_Ernest). !
In addition to their beginnings, Tristan and Poème also end in a similar manner. At the
end of Isolde’s Transfiguration, the Tristan chord is recalled (five measures from the end) over a
long pedal point, and the work ends on the tonic in B major (ex. 4.3). In Poème, the introductory
material and the linking motive are also recalled in the coda (mm. 329-36), a pedal point is used
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as well (mm. 337-47), and the work also ends in a major key, but with a picardy third.
Regarding the instrumentation at the end, both pieces utilize string tremolos, making a
shimmering sound; however, Wagner uses the harp to add color and perhaps to suggest heaven,
while Chausson uses trills in the solo violin to obtain an effect of dreaminess. In addition,
Wagner places a crescendo and decrescendo hairpin on the last note for a little operatic effect
while Chausson makes the music stay soft and uses a picardy third to suggest a happy ending.
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Example 4.3. Richard Wagner, Isolde’s Transfiguration in Tristan und Isolde (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & Härtel, ca. 1860; repr., Budapest: Könemann, 1994), accessed January 28, 2016,
http://imslp.org/wiki/Tristan_und_Isolde,_WWV_90_(Wagner,_Richard).
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As discussed in Chapter 2, in the second half of the nineteenth century, Tristan increased
the popularity of uncontrollable love triangles as a subject matter for art works. Thus, besides
musical similarities between Tristan and Poème, there are specific concepts and symbols which
are also found in the texts of both Tristan und Isolde and The Song of Triumphant Love. These
include the love potion, the love triangle, the fight, and the triumph of love.
Composed two years after Debussy’s Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, Poème shares
similar impressionist ideas with it. Chausson and Claude Debussy met in the 1880s and became
good friends.4 In a conversation with Ernest Guiraud in 1890, Debussy discussed the qualities of
his ideal poet, as:
One who only hints at what is to be said (celui des choses dites à demi). The ideal would
be two associated dreams. No place, nor time. No big scene. No compulsion on the
musician, who must complete and give body to the work of the poet … [in an opera] No
discussion or arguments between the characters whom I see at the mercy of life or
destiny…[about music] Rhythms cannot be contained within bars. It is nonsense to speak
of ‘simple’ and ‘composed’ time. There should be an interminable flow of them both
without seeking to bury the rhythmic patterns. Relative keys are nonsense too. Music is
neither major nor minor.5
Debussy was influenced by Mallarmé’s hermetic practice of poetry, which
claimed that “everything that is sacred and that wishes to remain so must envelop itself in
mystery.”6 In a letter to Chausson from 1893, Debussy stated:
Music really ought to have been a hermetical science, enshrined in texts so hard and
laborious to decipher as to discourage the herd of people who treat it as casually as they
do a handkerchief! I’d go further and, instead of spreading music among the populace, I
propose the foundation of a “Society of Musical Esotericism …”7
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In Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune and the opera Pelléas et Mélisande, Debussy tells
stories by describing the general atmosphere rather than following the exact poetry. He creates
unique colors through orchestration and harmony and focuses on the stylistic feature of
“flowing” rather than “relying” on intense moments of climax. Because of this vague
impressionist aesthetic, it is not easy for audiences to follow and understand the story.
In 1898, two years after Poème, Chausson composed a symphonic poem, Soir de fête. In
a letter, he denied that in it he wanted to illustrate a specific celebration, and he explained his
early attraction to impressionism. He stated:
I simply wanted to note down a personal impression of the distant noise of a crowd; as
contrast, the calm and serene night. The difficulty lay in the transposition. To give the
idea of a joyful throng without employing any of those rhythms and phrases which seem
to be obligatory in characterizing a celebration … I realize that if one has the
preconceived idea of a realistic ‘fair,’ Soir de fête must appear to be a kind of wager on
an obscure and incomprehensible subject.8
Chausson did not want his audience to follow a program; he did depict a celebration, but
from a great distance. His perspective was not immediate; he only wanted to suggest the main
subject. Perhaps this also explains why Chausson crossed out the subtitle of Turgenev’s story in
the final version of Poème. Apparently, he did not want to illustrate Turgenev’s story in detail
for the audience to follow. Instead, he was interested in suggesting the story via its moods,
impressions, and mystical atmosphere. This also explains why impressionist music was
influenced by program music but was not “truly programmatic in the Romantics’ sense.”9
Another example is Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune. Although based on a program, it is not
traditional program music, like Tchaikovsky’s Romeo and Juliet; instead, it focuses on
presenting a mysterious ambiguous beauty, which is what symbolist poetry does. Late Romantic
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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composers—such as Mahler as discussed in Chapter 2—also became less interested in being
restricted by programs. Although composers in both styles wanted to express themselves,
impressionists chose to suggest and to remain mysterious, while Romantic composers preferred
more direct and dramatic effects.
Exoticism is an important element in impressionist music. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
both Debussy and Chausson utilize upper-neighbor tones in triplets to create a Middle Eastern
aesthetic. They also use exotic scales to add unique colors. For example, at the beginning of
Prélude à l’après-midi d’un faune, the flute solo is based on the pentatonic scale. In Poème, in
addition to the pentatonic scale in the oboe solo at the beginning of the piece (see ex. 3.5, mm.
18-20), Chausson also uses the octatonic scale (see ex. 3.9b, mm. 140-41).
Starting in 1894, the friendship between Chausson and Debussy became strained.10
However, in a concert note in January 1913, Debussy commented on Poème:
Le Poème pour violon et orchestre, which M. L. Capet played with warmth and
conviction, contains Chausson’s best qualities. Its freedom of form never inhibits a
natural sense of proportion. Nothing is more touching than the gentle dreaminess at the
end of this Poème, where, casting aside any ideas of description or narrative, the music
itself is the sentiment that commands our feelings.
These are precious moments in the work of a real artist. For us they are inseparable from
a sense of regret at his premature death, which prevented his genius from ever evolving to
the full. Fine music this, and full of ardor.11
Poème as an Impressionist Work
Chausson’s Poème is absolutely an impressionist work. Its impressionist style was
generated by many influences. In addition to music, Chausson was interested in literature and
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Claude Debussy, “At the Société Nationale,” in Debussy on Music: The Critical Writings of the Great
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painting. His social circle included many elite members of the art world, such as well-known
poets, painters, musicians, and sculptors. Surrounded by this intellectual milieu, Chausson was
able to access and learn various progressive styles in the arts. There was a great diversity in the
arts at the end of the nineteenth century in France: romanticism, realism, symbolism,
impressionism, exoticism, decadence, and pessimism all influenced literature, painting, and
music. Meanwhile, “crossover” arts also attracted many artists. For example, program music,
which combined music with literature, continued its importance from the first half of the
nineteenth century. However, due to the influence of symbolist literature and impressionist
painting, some composers started reevaluating program music. They felt that it was unnecessary
for audiences to follow a detailed program, even if their music was originally based on one. As I
have argued earlier, this may be one of the reasons why Chausson omitted the subtitle of Poème.
This gave performers more freedom to be subjective and self-expressive. Although Chausson
preferred for audiences and performers not to follow the story, the programmatic inspiration did
influence his music. Like Turgenev’s The Song of Triumphant Love, Poème was also influenced
and inspired by many sources, including Chausson’s educational background, environment, and
other fields in the arts. Thus, knowing about the connections between the music and the story,
and understanding the other cultural influences, can help modern performers get inside
Chausson’s mind and understand his music better. This, in turn, subtly influences a performer’s
interpretation and communication of the work’s affect.
The impressionist style can easily be seen in the score of Poème. Chausson favors broad
phrases, indicated by long slurs, which result in smooth and wave-like lines. The rhythm does
not always reflect meter and can be extended over the bar lines. There is only one major tutti, at
the grand climax of the piece, where the main theme returns in homophonic texture. However,
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Chausson likes to explore interesting colors through different combinations of instruments and
special techniques, such as tremolos and trills. Also, exotic pentatonic and octatonic scales add
an evocative oriental aesthetic to the music.
Although Poème is still a tonal piece, Chausson frequently uses non-functional harmonies
to create a supernatural atmosphere. He employs many interesting chords, such as unusual
inverted augmented sixth chords, eleventh chords, and thirteenth chords. There are many half
diminished and fully diminished seventh chords, which are often used in a non-functional way.
When employing functional harmony, Chausson still shows his unconventional style. For
example, his augmented sixth chords resolve to inverted dominant chords, his cadences
sometimes resolve in a ninth chord on the tonic rather than a traditional tonic, and his passing
tones add additional color between the two chords in a third-relation modulation, etc. Moreover,
he never stays in one key for long. Instead, after arriving at a key or a climax, the music
immediately moves away from that key without establishing stability. Wagner’s and Debussy’s
influence on Chausson’s harmony is quite apparent. Due to all of these influences and sources,
Chausson’s Poème might be considered a French “pasticcio,” which complements Turgenev’s
“Italian pasticcio.”
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